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Storyline: Raised from childhood by the mysterious organization "Diana", Agent 47 n is the perfect killer, but when he is sent to kill .nks, he forgets about his true calling. Will he work for the powerful bureau chief Anthony
Hopkins? As an additional bonus: Review of the literary reviewer "Afisha", published in the publication "AST" by Gabriel IsetianA â€œsupermanâ€• who has been in the last XX century, desperately trying to become an ordinary
person, but meeting misunderstanding and misunderstanding of his time, must not only survive in the XXI century, but also become the leader of the â€œrebellious robotsâ€•, which will be joined by people who did not want to
refuse from his role in Spector (2012). It is not by chance that I decided in this review to talk about the Ridley Scott film Prometheus, where Jackman plays the main role. The fact is that it was this tape that won my attention. First,
I wanted to compare Jackaman and Hugh Jackman. Hugh Jackman came to Prometheus only at the very last moment, and then not as the main character. The main characters of the film - a genius and a traitor - are, by and
large, a typical biblical triad. According to Alexei Lukyanenko, editor of the World of Fiction magazine, British screenwriter of books about Specter from the Jedi Fury and Conflict with Darkness series by M. Shulman, â€œthe main
character Jackman is the embodiment of rebellion, this is a hero who has outlived his power, destroying his soul, but not destroying himself. Outwardly, Hugh resembles a hermit who managed to overcome the fear of his "I". So,
Jackman is not only not afraid of the â€œredâ€• robots, but even becomes an ally of the â€œbrownsâ€• when he begins to feel like a man. However, unlike Jackman, this guy really understands how much he does not fit into the
"calm and well-established course of the cosmic order" (approx. ed.). Secondly, while watching, I met Robert Pattinson. In my opinion, he was destined to play a major role in my review. And that's not the point here. that there are
main characters in the film, and in their, so to speak, gamut of feelings that they experience in the captivity of "wild robots"
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